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 One Touch AI Expert Advisor
 Neural Network. And only Neural Network Strategy 






Check It Out 



 

 Meta Scalping Expert Advisor
 Pure Price Action Strategy 

Combines with multiple Indicators

And multiple Algorithms






Check It Out 



 

Alpha Grid Expert Advisor 

Core Price Action Strategy 

Price Patterns Strategy 






Check It Out 



 

 Mega King Expert Advisor
 Price Action, Price Patterns 

AI Deep learning 







Check It Out 
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Forex Robot Expert Advisor





The best Forex EA, MT4 EA, MT5 EA is based on Neural Network. And only Neural Network
ForexEA.guru systems has passed various tests and is currently a real money-making machine. Our Expert Advisors are suitable for both experienced traders and beginners alike.

Best FX EA »
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Why Forexea.guru




Artificial Intelligence

Fully Automated short terms and long term strategies are controlled by AI




Special Price Action System

We build based on Special Price Action Strategy, Price Model.




Trade like a bank

Trade like a bank, follow the big boys




No overnight trading

No overnight trading so no charge overnight fee.




Risk Management

Have full control over the risk of your traded positions, including lot size, take profit and stop loss management.




Customer Support

Quick Email response. Remote support through Teamviewer or Anydesk.




Unbreakable Strategy

No martingale, Grid, Averaging, Arbitrage, Hedging or any other technique are used. All strategies are simple and every order has always placed a Stop loss, Take Profit and early exits conditions applied.




Suitable for everyone

System is ready and optimized for the start in 10 minutes. The leverage 1:30 is enough. Thus, its suitable for the European trader to trade with the brokers regulated by the ESMA regulation. U.S traders which are not allowed to use hedging can use this system too.















Top Expert Advisors

	

Sale!
[image: meta scalping ea]Meta Scalping EA v5.0
Rated 5.00 out of 5

19,000.0$ 3,000.0$
Add to cart
	

Sale!
[image: The Climber Expert Advisor is based on Price Action]The Climber EA v5.0: MT4 Forex EA FREE

1,500.0$ 0.0$
Add to cart
	

Sale!
[image: One Touch AI Expert Advisor]One Touch AI EA v3.0: 1 Year Rental

3,100.0$ 1,800.0$
Add to cart
	

Sale!
[image: One Touch AI Expert Advisor]One Touch AI EA V3.0
Rated 5.00 out of 5

20,000.0$ 3,100.0$
Add to cart
	

Sale!
[image: Triple Profit EA - Price Action Scalping EA]Triple Profit EA v3.0: MT4 Forex Premium EA
Rated 5.00 out of 5

20,000.0$ 2,600.0$
Add to cart
	
[image: Free Forex EA, Free Forex Robot]Free Forex EA Money Management
Rated 5.00 out of 5

0.0$
Add to cart
	

Sale!
[image: Mega King EA]Mega King EA v6.0: MT4 Forex Premium EA
Rated 5.00 out of 5

13,000.0$ 2,800.0$
Add to cart
	

Sale!
[image: All EAs]All Expert Advisors
Rated 5.00 out of 5

50,000.0$ 5,500.0$
Add to cart















Clients Testimonials




	

“Good day, This robot is a really profitable trading robot that I purchased, and he is working perfectly on my account now. Sincerely”




[image: Forex Robot Client Forex EA Robot]
 Joe Smith





	

“Hi, Thought I’d update you. EA is working fine and everything works properly. I am pleased, getting to understand and appreciate all of its intricacies. Thank you and have a good day. Regards”




[image: Forex Robot Client 2 Forex EA Robot]
 Ryan Waltz





	

“Hello, Your EA has a very nice performance. I like it very much, thank you. Regards”




[image: Forex Robot Client 1 Forex EA Robot]
 Lisa Jones




















What is Forex Robot?

Forex Robot, or Expert Advisor, is a software program designed to automate trading activities in the foreign exchange (forex) market. It is typically developed for use on the MetaTrader platform, which is a popular trading platform used by many forex traders.

 

Forex EAs operate based on predefined trading strategies, rules, and algorithms. Traders can create or purchase these EAs to automatically execute trades on their behalf, eliminating the need for manual intervention. The main goal of using a Forex EA is to take advantage of trading opportunities without requiring the trader to be actively present at their computer.

 

Here’s how a typical Forex EA works:

 

Strategy Formulation: The trader defines a trading strategy, which includes specific entry and exit rules, technical indicators, risk management parameters, and any other relevant conditions.

Programming: The trader or a programmer writes the code for the EA based on the defined strategy. This code is integrated into the trading platform.

Automation: Once activated, the EA monitors the forex market in real-time, analyzing price movements and other relevant data.

Trade Execution: When the predefined conditions of the trading strategy are met, the EA automatically executes trades on the trader’s behalf. This includes opening and closing positions, setting stop-loss and take-profit levels, and managing trade sizes.

Continuous Monitoring: The EA continues to monitor the market and manage trades according to the programmed strategy, making adjustments as necessary.

 

It’s important to note that while Forex EAs can be convenient and time-saving, they also come with risks and limitations:

 

Strategy Reliance: EAs execute trades based solely on programmed rules. If the market behaves unexpectedly or experiences unusual conditions, the EA’s strategy might not be effective.

Lack of Flexibility: EAs are only as good as the strategies they are programmed with. They might not adapt well to changing market conditions that require a more nuanced human approach.

Backtesting and Optimization: Proper testing and optimization are necessary to ensure that the EA’s strategy is effective across different market scenarios. However, past performance does not guarantee future results.

Technical Issues: EAs can be susceptible to technical glitches, network interruptions, and platform-specific problems.

Over-Optimization: Some traders might over-optimize their EAs based on historical data, leading to strategies that perform well in the past but poorly in real-time trading.

Emotional Elements: While EAs remove human emotions from trading, they might not account for certain market sentiment shifts or unexpected news events.

 

Traders interested in using Forex EAs should thoroughly understand the trading strategy behind the EA, conduct rigorous testing, and consider using them as a supplementary tool rather than a complete replacement for their own trading decisions.












How To Develop Your Own Forex EA

Developing your own Forex EA, Forex Robot Trading System requires a systematic approach, careful analysis, and a clear understanding of your trading goals, risk tolerance, and preferred trading style. Here are the steps you can follow to develop your own trading system:

 

1. Define Your Trading Goals and Style:

• Determine what you aim to achieve with your trading. Are you looking for short-term gains, long-term investments, or something in between?

• Choose a trading style that suits your personality and schedule. Common styles include day trading, swing trading, and position trading.

 

2. Select Your Market and Instruments:

• Decide which financial markets you want to trade, such as stocks, forex, commodities, or cryptocurrencies.

• Choose specific instruments within those markets that align with your strategy and goals.

 

3. Develop a Trading Strategy:

• Define your entry and exit criteria based on technical and/or fundamental analysis. Consider using indicators, patterns, trendlines, and other tools to identify potential trades.

• Determine your risk management rules, including position sizing, stop-loss levels, and take-profit targets.

• Consider incorporating a risk-to-reward ratio to ensure your potential losses and gains are balanced.

 

4. Backtest Your Strategy:

• Use historical market data to test your trading strategy over a significant period. This helps you assess its effectiveness in different market conditions.

• Ensure that your strategy performs consistently and profitably over multiple scenarios.

 

5. Optimize Your Strategy:

• Fine-tune your strategy based on the results of your backtesting. However, be cautious about over-optimization, as it can lead to strategies that don’t perform well in real-time trading.

 

6. Create Trading Rules:

• Document your trading rules in a clear and detailed manner. This will serve as your reference guide when executing trades.

 

7. Implement Risk Management:

• Determine how much of your trading capital you’re willing to risk on each trade. This will help protect your account from significant losses.

• Set a maximum drawdown limit that, if reached, triggers a reevaluation of your strategy.

 

8. Paper Trading or Demo Trading:

• Before trading with real money, practice your strategy in a simulated environment. This helps you gain confidence in your system without risking capital.

 

9. Evaluate and Refine:

• Regularly review your trading system’s performance and adapt it if necessary. Markets evolve, and your strategy should adapt accordingly.

 

10. Psychological Preparation:

• Develop the discipline to stick to your trading plan, even in the face of losses or winning streaks.

• Manage emotions such as fear, greed, and impatience, as they can negatively impact your decision-making.

 

11. Start Live Trading:

• Once you’re confident in your trading system’s performance, start trading with real money. Begin with a smaller portion of your capital to manage risk.

 

12. Continuous Learning:

• Stay updated with market developments, news, and trading techniques. Continuous learning helps you adapt your trading system to changing conditions.

 

Remember that developing a successful trading system takes time, patience, and ongoing refinement. Be prepared to learn from both successes and failures, and always prioritize risk management to protect your capital.












Frequently asked questions

Here are some frequently asked questions (FAQs) about Forex robot trading




What is a Forex robot?



A Forex robot, also known as an Expert Advisor (EA), is automated software that can trade the foreign exchange (Forex) market on your behalf. It uses predefined algorithms to execute trades without manual intervention.










How does a Forex robot work?



Forex robots work by analyzing market data, such as price charts and technical indicators, and making trading decisions based on their programmed rules. They can enter and exit trades automatically.










Are Forex robots profitable?



The profitability of Forex robots varies. Some robots can be profitable under specific market conditions, while others may incur losses. Success depends on the quality of the robot’s strategy and its ability to adapt to changing market conditions.










Do I need trading experience to use a Forex robot?



While you don’t need extensive trading experience to use a Forex robot, a basic understanding of Forex markets and trading concepts can be helpful for configuring and monitoring the robot effectively.










Can I trust Forex robots to make trading decisions for me?



The trustworthiness of Forex robots depends on the quality of the robot and its underlying strategy. It’s essential to thoroughly research and test any robot you intend to use and be cautious of scams.










Are there free Forex robots available?



Yes, there are free Forex robots available, but they may have limited features and less reliable performance. Many traders prefer to use paid or professionally developed robots.










What are the risks of using a Forex robot?



Risks associated with using Forex robots include the potential for significant financial losses, technical failures, and the robot’s inability to adapt to changing market conditions.










Can I modify the settings of a Forex robot?



Many Forex robots allow users to modify their settings, including risk management parameters, trade sizes, and technical indicators. Customizing these settings can help tailor the robot to your preferences.










How do I choose a reliable Forex robot?



To select a reliable Forex robot, research the developer’s reputation, read user reviews, and consider factors like performance history, customer support, and the transparency of the robot’s strategy.










Can I run multiple Forex robots simultaneously?



Yes, you can run multiple Forex robots simultaneously on the same trading platform, but it’s important to monitor their interactions to avoid conflicts and optimize performance.










What is backtesting, and why is it important for Forex robots?



Backtesting is the process of testing a Forex robot’s strategy using historical market data. It helps assess the robot’s performance and reliability under different market conditions before using it in live trading.










Are Forex robots suitable for long-term investing?



Forex robots are primarily designed for short-term trading and may not be suitable for long-term investment strategies. They are typically used for day trading or scalping.










Are there risks of over-optimization when using Forex robots?



Yes, over-optimization, also known as curve-fitting, can be a risk when fine-tuning a robot’s parameters. It may make the robot perform well historically but poorly in real-time trading.










Can I use a Forex robot with any Forex broker?



Forex robots are compatible with many Forex brokers, but it’s important to ensure that the robot’s trading platform is supported by your chosen broker before using it.










Do Forex robots guarantee profits?



No, Forex robots do not guarantee profits. Trading always involves risks, and there are no guarantees of success, even with the use of automation. Profitability depends on market conditions and the robot’s strategy.










What is the best forex robot



The best fore robot is One Touch AI EA, it is using Neural Network Artificial Intelligence. You can find it at best forex robot here


























About Us

 Forexea.guru – We are providing the best EA with Price Action Strategy and Deep Learning in the world. Our products is on the top 1 in the world: 


- One Touch AI Expert Advisor

- Meta Scalping Expert Advisor

- Mega King Expert Advisor

- Triple Profits Expert Advisor

- Alpha Grid Expert Advisor

- Forex EA Money Management
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Contact Info


 Perth, Australia

 Telegram: https://t.me/autoforextrading

[email protected]

 https://t.me/forexea_guru
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